Scroll Text Pilgrim of the Desert
Text by Cecelia Mowbray

There are those among Our populace who strive for authenticity in all things and who
stand out in our Current Middle Ages as true denizens of the past. They inspire Ourselves
and Our populace and We are encouraged by their example. Thus de We, king name,
King by right of arms of glorious Atenveldt and queen name, our beloved Queen chose
this day to recognize the efforts and dedication of our Subject recipient name as a
Companion of the Pilgrim of the Desert. We trust that he/she will continue to serve as an
example to all those in this society who endeavor to inhabit the past.
In joyful witness whereof we set Our hands this day of month, which is the year AS your
of Our Society and is also known as the year modern year.

Rex Atenveldtus

Regina

Text by: Jennifer Trethewy
Pray attend and know of the special contributions made to Our Realm by those who
demonstrate, study and encourage others to show greater authenticity in these current
middle ages. Therefore do We admit _________________________________________
as a Companion of the Order of the Pilgrim of the Desert.
Done on this ____ day of _______________, ______________ Anno Societatis, which is
_________ by the Common Calendar.
Krol

Krolowa

Text by Cecelia Mowbray:
There are those among Our populace who strive for authenticity in all things. They
inspire Ourselves and Our subjects and We are encouraged by their example. Thus do
We, _______________ and _________________, true sovereigns of glorious Atenveldt,
today create ___________________________________________ a Companion of Our
Pilgrim of the Desert.
Done this ____ day of ___________, A.S. ________, otherwise ___________.
Rex

Regina

Text by: Hrefna karsefni
Hear these words of ______________, King by right of arms and ___________, Queen
and patroness of courtly graces. We have noticed the aptitude and consistent manner in
which you have displayed and carried the clothing, accessories and attitude of your
chosen time period and persona.
Tehrefore, We do hereby charge you wth the rights and responsibilities of a member of
Our Order fo the Pilgrim of the Desert.
We do hereby gift these presents unto Our subject,
_______________________________________________________________________.
Done on this ___ day of ___________, Anno Societatis __________, being ________ in
the Common Calendar.
Rex

Regina

